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This morning I awoke the sound of two morons discussing what they keep in their pants. Most
mornings I like to be up at 4:58 so that I can switch off the alarm clock before the “Two Morons and
A Cooler” show comes on. It’s an accomplishment and I always feel like the day is going to go my
way after that. Today the alarm clock defeated me.  In this case, it’s okay, because I  stayed up for
the finale of Lost. The scribes, from professional print journalists to TV fanatic bloggers were
cranking out opinion pieces about the end of Lost while I slept, and by the time I got to the desk at
5:20 there were a slew of items to read about the final episode. Much of the buzz was bitter and
some writers expressed feelings of being cheated.  I chose to wait before saying anything. This
was, after all, one of my favorite television shows and I wanted to process some thoughts. I’d
intended to live blog during the episode, but now I’m glad that I just watched and enjoyed Lost on its
own level.

The last episode, Lost: The End, was wrapped around a concert in the sideways Los Angeles, Dr.
Jack Shephard’s surgery to heal the damaged spine of John Locke and alternately Jack’s rescue of
the island from Smokey. The public expectation of this final episode has centered around the desire
for the writers and producers to answer the central questions of the show. For the most part,
questions were answered without pandering to viewers. Some of the bitterness has come from the
overwrought idea that Lost should answer questions that it isn’t even responsible for. In the end, it’s
just a TV show. It can’t answer age-old questions about death, eternity, love, loss, or why licking
batteries isn’t a healthy hobby.

I’m going to go with what was done right with the finale. First, we got an explanation for Sideways
World. Yeah, alright, the heaven allegory (”Ha! We’re all dead. Didn’t anybody e-mail you Jack?”) is
played out in modern entertainment. It was done in a very considerate way, however. The show
could have ended several years ago with all of the castaways rescued and going on to happy lives
stateside. Instead, we got several fun, engaging concepts like “That ’70′s Dharma,” “Good Morning,
Sideways L.A.” and a season that developed the evil of Smokey Flocke and brother Jake.  I’m glad

that the show took some chances. Secondly, The
Lost writers have a had a homicidal streak when it
came to killing off characters. Last night was a nice
gesture toward fans in terms of reuniting us with
characters that have been killed over the years.

I was hooked on this show from the first “We live
together, or we die alone.” Lost was a program that
rewarded viewers for continued watching. Sure, it
could be confounding at times. During it’s most
astoundingly frustrating moments though, Lost had a
way of showing the beauty of every facet of human

existence. Charlie Pace’s death was one of TV’s best moments, as was Juliette’s decision at the
bottom of the shaft. Time may show that Jack’s death as Frank flew over is one of those moments.
Either way, Lost didn’t cheat. They never promised us closure, just an end. Jack and Desmond
righted the wrongs they’d set in motion and the show ended. There was a party and they all walked
into the light. There are worse ways to go out. Onward and upward (just not on Oceanic, please).

[youtube]http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXcxctR3gVs[/youtube]
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